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The enlargement of the thyroid is, in general, benign in origin and due to no-
dular goitre. Follicular cellular proliferation of thyroid nodules has been increas-
ingly observed recently. With fine needle aspiration biopsy (FNAB) this is classi-
fied as a follicular tumour. These lesions present various patterns of vascularisa-
tion in ultrasound examination. The aim of the study was to establish the relation
between follicular nodule vascularisation and the proliferative activity of various
types of follicular cell. According to the manner of proliferation, patients were
divided into groups as follows: (I) patients with hyperplastic nodules (46 cases),
(II) patients with follicular adenoma (42 cases), and (III) patients with follicular
cancer (9 cases). In each case B-mode sonography, Power Doppler, sonograph-
ically guided FNAB (S-FNAB), morphological examination and morphometry were
performed.  The proliferative activity was detected with immunohistochemical
methods (PCNA, Ki 67 and MPM2) to determine the so-called “proliferative in-
dex”. The study revealed increased proliferative activity in tumours of malignant
origin and increased vascularisation in coexistence with increased proliferation
of the follicular cells. As assessed by Power Doppler, an increased flow pattern
in the centre of the nodules correlates with increased proliferative activity. The
results suggest that Power Doppler examination could be helpful in selecting
nodules for FNAB, especially in multinodular goitre.
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INTRODUCTION
The most common diagnostic method is ultra-

sound (US). However, this does not provide any de-
finitive solution to the question of whether the le-
sion is benign or malignant [8]. The most important
role in preoperative thyroid examination is played
by fine needle aspiration biopsy (FNAB) [3], espe-
cially when ultrasonographically guided (S-FNAB) [4].

The microscopic examination of tissue obtained in
this way often reveals follicular cell proliferation, so-
called follicular tumours.

With the use of Doppler sonography various de-
gree of vascularisation can be observed within the
thyroid nodules. New ultrasound techniques such as
Power Doppler (PD) enable us to visualise tissue vas-
cularisation [5]. Power Doppler provides the oppor-
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tunity to establish the slow flow within the small
vessels and also to visualise the morphological na-
ture of the vessel. Tumours classified as follicular with
FNAB present various degree of vascularisation. In
these cases the morphological nature of the tumour
may finally be established by morphological exami-
nation [2].

The aim of the study was to evaluate the rela-
tionship between the degree of vascularisation of
follicular thyroid nodules and the proliferative activ-
ity of follicular cells.

MATERIAL AND METHODS
The group under investigation consisted of 82

females and 15 males of mean age 41 ± 14.5 years
(18–67 years) qualified for thyroid surgery. The sur-
gery was determined upon when FNAB presented
a proliferation of follicular cells characteristic for fol-
licular tumours. In each case B-mode real time sonog-
raphy of the thyroid gland was performed and, ad-
ditionally, examination by Power Doppler. The ul-
trasound examination was conducted with a linear
7.5 MHz probe. The flow pattern was subjectively
classified with the naked eye and the tumours were
divided into two subgroups: A — nodules with no
internal flow and flow around the nodule, and B
— nodules well vascularised within with potential
flow around the lesion. The nodules were also classi-
fied according to the diameter: £ 1 cm, and > 1 cm.
According to the manner of proliferation, the group
under investigation was divided into the following
subgroups: (I) cases with hyperplastic nodules with-
in the goitre, (II) cases with follicular adenoma and
(III) cases with follicular cancer. The proliferative ac-
tivity of the follicular cells was evaluated by immu-
nohistochemical methods using antibodies against
the antigen proteins observed in the various phases
of the cell cycle, PCNA, Ki-67 and MPM2, LSAB + Kit
HRP as a detection kit and DAB as a chromogen
(DAKO). The proliferative index (PI) was determined
as a percentage of follicular cells with a positive nu-
clear reaction in relation to all the cells. In each case
the degree of vascularisation was evaluated on the
basis of vessel localisation (central, peripheral, inter-
mediate focal), and the relation of vessel localisa-
tion to the tumour surface in the microscope field
with magnification 240 ×. The examination was per-
formed with the Olympus MicroImage System equip-
ment for morphometric examination. The Mann-
-Whitney U test was used for statistical purposes with
p values < 0.05 considered as significant. Data are

presented as means ± SD. The study was accepted
by the Local Bioethical Committee.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The morphological examination revealed 46 cas-

es with hyperplastic nodules within the goitre (I),
42 with follicular adenoma (II), and 9 cases with fol-
licular cancer (III). Thirty nine nodules were smaller
or equal to 1 cm in diameter and 58 nodules were
greater than 1 cm. The morphometric examination
showed numerous tiny vessels in the centre of the
nodules in the cases of follicular cancer. The vascu-
larised area was 15.8 ± 2.7% in nodules greater than
1 cm and 14.3 ± 3.1% in smaller lesions. The cases of
follicular cancer presented significantly lower peripher-
al vascularisation than occurred in the nodule cen-
tre. In the cases of hyperplastic nodules of less than
1 cm in diameter no flow was revealed in the central
part of the lesion, while in larger nodules (> 1 cm) it
was present in 8.1 ± 2.2%. In these cases the vessels
were localised between the centre and the peripher-
al part of the nodule. The vascularisation in the nod-
ule centre indicates a relationship to follicular cancer
(p < 0.05). In thyroid adenomas a number of vessels
were found in peripheral part of the nodules and sig-
nificantly more than in the centre (Table 1). With re-
gard to the Power Doppler pattern, 44 (28 nodules £
1 cm, 16 nodules > 1 cm) nodules were classified as
A and 53 (11 nodules £ 1 cm, 42 nodules > 1 cm)
nodules as B. The proliferative activity of the follicu-
lar cells of nodules is presented in Table 2. The data
show increased proliferative activity in adenomas in
comparison with hyperplastic nodules and greater
in cancer than in adenomas. Statistically significant
differences were found between the IP of cancer and
of adenoma, and between the IP of cancer and hy-
perplastic adenoma. In Power Doppler examination
53 cases of vascularisation within the nodules were
detected, corresponding to focal and central vascu-
larisation in morphometry. Our results are evidence
of the high sensitivity but less favourable specificity
of this method and are in line with the results pre-
sented by Cerbone et al. [1]. It is well recognised
that the diagnostics of follicular thyroid tumours
presents a number of problems. The proliferative
activity should therefore be established in these kinds
of thyroid lesion [6]. The relation between vascular-
isation and follicular cell proliferation was studied
by Salabe, who concluded that hyperplastic thyroid
nodules present no genetic and/or epigenetic me-
chanism [7].
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CONCLUSIONS
1. Increased proliferative activity occurs in nod-

ules of greater morphological malignancy.
2. Increased vascularisation of the thyroid nod-

ules coexists with increased proliferative activity of
the follicular cells.

3. Nodules with increased vascularisation in the
centre (Power Doppler) present increased prolifera-
tive activity. The Power Doppler examination could
be helpful in selecting nodules for FNAB, especially
in multinodular goitre.
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